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Our company is located in the industrial area of Malo, in the industrial district of

Schio (Vicenza), easily accessible from all directions.

The recent move to the new building has allowed us to increase production

capacity, implementing a new extrusion line and significantly improving the

internal organization of all work processes.
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We are specialised in the direct production of 

hoses through the thermoplastic extrusion 

process with a wide range of materials, such as 

PU (polyurethane), PA6 and PA12 (polyamides) 

and PVC (polyvinyl chloride).

Vincent Van Gogh

Great things are done by a 
series of small things

brought together

“

”
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The company comprises a total area of 5,000m² of which

2,500m² is production area, 500m² warehouse area

400m² office area, and 900m² logistics space. The large

warehouse enables us to respond promptly to our

customers' requests.

VENEZIA

MILANO
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About us

Passion,

Willpower, 

People

CIMA was founded in 1999 as a family business. Experience,

combined with PASSION and WILLIPOWER, has led CIMA to

create and manufacture its own products. With the invention

of the owners, thermoforming plants and machinery for

product creation and processing are designed and built.

Thanks to PEOPLE, CIMA has become a leader in the

production of spiral hoses, supplying the main brands in the

sector of compressed air.

All processes are carefully controlled, guaranteeing high

quality: an all-round synonym of true Made in Italy. These

requirements are certified and guaranteed by the

prestigious TÜV SÜD corporation.

The policy of continuous improvement leads the company

to find flexible and customized solutions to be a significant

reference point for the world in the field of compressed air

applications and beyond.
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Quality policy

CIMA is an ISO 9001:2015 certified company.

Certificate number: 50 100 16774.

ISO 9001 is the international standard for Quality

Management Systems (QMS), published by the International

Organisation for Standardisation (ISO), an independent body

with 164 members representing most countries in the world.

The standard was last updated in 2015.

CIMA intends to guarantee its customers a management

system based on the principles of our Quality Policy: the

centrality of the customer's needs, the leadership of the

company management, the involvement of people (CIMA

Team), approach by processes (management, control,

improvement), continuous improvement, evidence-based

decisions (data analysis and evaluation, monitoring of key

indicators, lean and effective documentation), management

of relations with stakeholders (customers, staff, suppliers etc.)
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Mission

Invent, design, research and create more effective,

functional and quality products to make the user's

job easier and more comfortable.

.
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Hoses and Spirals for compressors

High-quality spirals and linear hoses made of PA12 (Rilsan), PA6 (Nylon), TPU

(polyurethane), PVC (polyvinyl chloride) available in different diameters, lengths

and fitting models, packed in boxes, bags or even customised packaging.

Suitable for all kinds of professional applications and DIY solutions for

compressed air, water and many other fields of use.
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Hoses for pneumatic and industrial systems

We are increasing our presence in the international market in the field of

technical hoses, completely produced in-house, with different materials (PA12,

PA6, TPU and PVC), reels of different lengths (15m, 25m, 50m, 100m or even

more), different diameters (from Ø 2mm up to Ø 18mm) and customised

marking and labelling.
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Spirals and accessories for industrial vehicles

We are also specialized in the production of spirals for industrial vehicles,

electrical spirals, quick couplings, and high-quality and reliable accessories.
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Other hoses, fittings and accessories

In addition, we offer a complete range of compressed air products to be able to

supply every item the customer needs: retractable hoses, fittings and quick

couplings, blow guns and compressed air spray guns, reducers and filters,

pressure gauges and ready-to-use kits.
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